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Dear Editor,
It has been speculated as to whether gastric bypass 

procedures have a weight loss–independent mechanism 
for causing remission of type 2 diabetes (T2DM). This is 
also addressed in a recent paper by Chang et al. where the 
effect of sleeve gastrectomy (SG), Roux-en-Y gastric bypass 
(RYGBP), and one-anastomosis gastric bypass (OAGB) on 
type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) were compared 12 months 
after surgery [1].

For such procedures, nadir weight is typically reached after 
18 months [2]. The Committee on Standards for Reporting 
Results at the American Society for Bariatric Surgery pub-
lished their landmark paper in 1994, with an update in 1997, 
saying that “reporting weight loss with less than 2 years 
follow-up is discouraged” [3, 4]. Since improvements in 
obesity-related diseases like T2DM follows weight loss, the 
same could be stated for T2DM. A comparison 2 years after 
these procedures would therefore have been more appropriate.

The gut hormone response in the early phase, before any 
weight loss has occurred, is different after SG and RYGBP: 
6 days after surgery, there is a more pronounced improve-
ment in postprandial glucose homeostasis for RYGBP as 
compared to SG, possibly due to improved insulin sensitiv-
ity [5]. But as time goes by, weight loss becomes the driver 
for remission.

As part of the Swedish Obese Subjects Study, the results for 
glucose metabolism were evaluated 2 (n = 1762) and 10 years 
(n = 1216) after surgery. When comparing the effect of RYGBP 
with restrictive methods used at the time (gastric banding and 
vertical banded gastroplasty), the RYGBP had no advantage 
over these procedures within the same weight loss category [6]. 
Since the study by Chang et al. only provides 1-year follow-up 
data, it is not possible to conclude as to whether their bypass 
procedures have a weight loss–independent mechanism that 

possibly could give higher remission rates for T2DM than for 
SG when weight stability has occurred. Furthermore, when 
suggesting a procedure for diabetic patients, it should be kept 
in mind that a SG can, if necessary, be converted to BPDDS 
bearing in mind that the BPD-type of operations clearly does 
have long-term, weight-independent mechanism(s) [7].
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